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Kentucky Oral History Day: 

Some Background







Creation of  

Kentucky Oral History Day



Design of  Kentucky Oral History Day

• Encouraged participants to do archival work with their oral 

history collections

• Decentralized: Work is done at respective participant’s institution

• Customized: Participants chose a project that fit their collection’s 

archival needs 

• Scaled: Participants chose a project that fit resources available



To interview or not to interview?

• Partnership with KCA and American Archives Month

• Planning group discussed promoting interviewing as an activity, but didn’t 

for a variety of  reasons:

• StoryCorps-style events require a lot of  planning with potentially little reward

• Programs that interacted with KOHC often needed archival assistance

• Opportunity to expand the conversation around oral history to include archival work

• Capacity within the commonwealth allowed for an archival focus



Audience

• Communities engaged with oral history

• Capacity

• Partnerships

• Ability and desire to participate



Planning Group

• Planning group consisted of:

• Members of  KCA

• Staff  from key institutions

• KOHC administrator

• 2015: Larger central planning group

• 2016: Smaller core group with institutional representatives

• Tasks distributed based on personal skills and institutional capacity



Meetings

• 2015: Initial meeting hosted at KHS with ongoing work done via email

• 2016: Video chats and email between core working group with occasional 

emails to institutional representatives

• Timeline for planning 2015 event was 4 months; 6 months would have been 

ideal

• Timeline for planning 2016 event 4-5 months; most of  this time was spent 

developing a webinar















Connecting with 

other projects: 

Be prepared!

• Events like KOHD can be an 

opportunity to create more 

conversation around other projects

• Pass the Word is an online discovery 

tool

• Uploading oral history records onto 

Pass the Word was a possible activity 

under the Access category

• Many smaller organizations were 

interested in using Pass the Word

• But…



Marketing and Promotion

• Variety of  marketing efforts, including:

• Press releases

• Call for Participation (distributed as a PDF)

• Blog posts

• Flyers

• Email

• Social media



Social Media

• Social media played a significant role in KOHD

• Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

• Promotion prior to event

• Day-of  interaction between participants

• Takeover of  institutions’ social media account

• #oralhistoryday

• We’re Doing One Thing for Oral History Sign

























Lessons Learned

• Institutional Buy-In

• Press Kits

• Connecting with Pass the Word

• Don’t underestimate how much work webinars require!

• Non-traditional events can be challenging but rewarding



Considerations

• Plan for promotion from the beginning and clearly identify who 

will take this on

• Consider what type of  promotion is best for the event

• Ongoing engagement or one-time participation?

• What are your goals?



Bringing OHD to your community or state

• What we accomplished in 2016…

• What could you accomplish?



Thank you!
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